Title: IMPROVED METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROMOTING SERVICE PROVIDERS

(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a set of computer executable instructions and preferably an apparatus employed to promote at least one service provider. The invention operates to initially present a plurality of service provider listings to a user. The user selects and employs a service provider and then subsequently supplies a service provider review. This service provider review is employed to update the associated service provider listing of the service provider employed.
IMPROVED METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROMOTING SERVICE PROVIDERS

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to a method, system and preferably an apparatus configured to promote service providers. In a preferred embodiment the present invention may be employed to implement an internet portal interface which can allow a number of service provider listings to be presented to a potential user. Preferably such an interface may also allow a user to update such listing information with performance feedback information once they have employed the services of a particular service provider.

BACKGROUND ART

Finding a reputable tradesperson or a potential employee who can perform effectively can be difficult and time consuming task.

In large metropolitan centres a significant number of tradespersons are active and advertise their services in business or telephone directories. Generally speaking for employers the only reliable form of performance feedback for such trades people is through word of mouth, depending on the people they know who have previously employed the trades people involved.

This situation generally favours trades people who have been operating in a particular geographical region for some time and have provided an adequate level of service. It does not necessarily allow prospective employers to find high quality or best performing trades people easily or quickly unless these people come highly recommended by word of mouth.

It would therefore be preferable to have an improved system, method or apparatus able to address any or all of the above current limitations with selecting service providers such as trades people. In particular it would be preferable to have provided
an internet technology based portal system which could present listing information
relating to a range of possible service providers which would allow a user to obtain
prior performance information in relation to a particular service provider. In particular
it would be of advantage to have feedback available with respect to a service
provider's prior performance of one or more performed tasks.

All references, including any patents or patent applications cited in this specification
are hereby incorporated by reference. No admission is made that any reference
constitutes prior art. The discussion of the references states what their authors
assert, and the applicants reserve the right to challenge the accuracy and pertinency
of the cited documents. It will be clearly understood that, although a number of prior
art publications are referred to herein, this reference does not constitute an admission
that any of these documents form part of the common general knowledge in the art, in
New Zealand or in any other country.

It is acknowledged that the term 'comprise' may, under varying jurisdictions, be
attributed with either an exclusive or an inclusive meaning. For the purpose of this
specification, and unless otherwise noted, the term 'comprise' shall have an inclusive
meaning - i.e. that it will be taken to mean an inclusion of not only the listed
components it directly references, but also other non-specified components or
elements. This rationale will also be used when the term 'comprised' or 'comprising'
is used in relation to one or more steps in a method or process.

It is an object of the present invention to address the foregoing problems or at least to
provide the public with a useful choice.

Further aspects and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from
the ensuing description which is given by way of example only.
DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

According to one aspect of the present invention there are provided computer executable instructions adapted to facilitate a method of promoting at least one service provider, said computer executable instructions being adapted to execute the steps of:

i) presenting a plurality of service provider listings to a user, and

ii) receiving a service provider review from the user once a service provider has been employed, and

iii) updating the associated service provider listing for the service provider review received.

According to a further aspect of the present invention there are provided computer executable instructions adapted to facilitate a method of promoting at least one service provider, said computer executable instructions being adapted to execute the steps of:

i) presenting a plurality of service provider listings to a user, and

ii) receiving a job request from the user, said job request identifying a task to be completed and identifying a service provider associated with one or more of the listings presented, and

iii) transmitting a job notification to the service provider identified in the received job request, and

iv) receiving a service provider review from the user, and

v) updating the service provider listing of the service provider associated with the received service provider review.
According to a further aspect of the present invention there is provided computer executable instructions substantially as described above, further characterised by the additional subsequent step of receiving a user review from the service provider employed and updating a user listing for the user associated with said received user review.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention there are provided computer executable instructions adapted to facilitate a method of promoting at least one service provider, said computer executable instructions being adapted to execute the steps of:

i) presenting a plurality of service provider listings to a user, and

ii) receiving a job request from the user, said job request identifying a task to be completed and identifying a service provider associated with one or more of the listings presented, and

iii) transmitting a job notification to the service provider identified in the received job request, and

iv) receiving a user review from a service provider, and

v) updating a user listing for a user associated with the received user review.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention there is provided computer executable instructions adapted to facilitate a method of promoting at least one service provider, said computer executable instructions being adapted to execute the steps of:

i) presenting a plurality of service provider listings to a user, and

ii) receiving a job request from the user, said job request identifying a task to be completed and identifying a service provider associated with one or
more of the listings presented, and

iii) transmitting a job notification to the service provider identified in the said received job request, and

iv) receiving a service provider review and a user review, and

v) updating the service provider listing and a user listing associated with each of the received service provider and user reviews received.

According to a further aspect of the present invention there is provided a service provider promotion apparatus which includes,

a service provider listing presentation module configured to present service provider listings to a user, and

a service provider review reception module configured to receive said provider reviews from a user, and

a service provider listing update module, wherein said module updates a service provider listing with a received service provider review associated with said service provider listing.

The present invention is adapted to provide a method system and preferably an apparatus for promoting service providers. In a preferred embodiment the present invention may be implemented using computer and internet based technology, to allow the promotion of service providers to users with computers, internet connections and web page browsers.

In a preferred embodiment the present invention may be used to provide or implement an internet based portal interface through web server architecture. A user’s web browser applications may receive information from and transmit information to such a web server to provide a method of promoting service providers
formatted in accordance with the present invention. In such embodiments the executable instructions of the present invention can be implemented via a client/server architecture using a client web browser and web server. Those skilled in the art should appreciate that the instructions to be executed may be divided between both the client and server in such embodiments.

In a further preferred embodiment the present invention may also employ a thick client architecture where custom user software is distributed to and employed by users, preferably from an installation CD or DVD. Such optical media can be distributed from a retail point of sale with its packaging also incorporating an authorisation key to provide proof of purchase and allows a user to register to use the methodology of the present invention.

However, those skilled in the art should appreciate that such thick client software may be distributed by other channels, such as for example, direct downloads by users. Furthermore, some limited functionality of the system provided by the present invention may also be employed by users who do not have an authorisation key or are not registered users.

Such a thick client software implementation may provide a number of the local computer functions or facilities discussed below, and may also facilitate the organisation and storage of additional information content unique to each user. Such thick client software may also communicate with a remote web server to receive or transmit information in accordance with the methodology of the present invention.

In general terms reference throughout this specification will be made to users employing a standard web browser to communicate with such a web server. However, those skilled in the art should appreciate that other types of browser client which facilitate extended functionality may also be used in conjunction with the present invention.
Reference in general terms throughout this specification will also be made to the present invention being implemented through computer executable instructions which are programmed into and executed by web server and client browser computer systems. These instructions may facilitate the provision of a method of promoting service providers, while the computer systems may provide a service provider promotion apparatus required in accordance with the present invention.

Those skilled in the art should appreciate that such a service provider promotion apparatus may be implemented through a number of computer executable code modules which can provide or extend the functionality of the apparatus to be implemented.

In general terms reference throughout this specification will now be made to the present invention being implemented through specific software programmed into a web server computer systems, but those skilled in the art should appreciate that other types of technical hardware or computer system architectures may also be employed in conjunction with the present invention if required.

For example, those skilled in the art should also appreciate that the present invention may extend to the software or code used to provide a user focused thick client application discussed above. Such client software may communicate with the web server involved and also allow for the local performance of a number of functions or facilities.

In addition, in one alternative embodiment the system or apparatus of the present invention may be provided through an information kiosk located in a public area.

The present invention may be used to promote a plurality of service providers. Service providers, as promoted in accordance with the present invention may consist of individuals looking for employment, sole operator trades people looking for clients, professional service workers such as accountants and lawyers and so forth, through
to organisations of such individual service providers again looking for work or new
clients. Furthermore the terms under which services rendered by such service
providers may range from casual one-off tasks, fixed term contract work, through to
short-term employment positions for example. Those skilled in the art should also
appreciate that there should be no limit on the types of service offered by service
providers – which may range from, for example, the provision of accommodation,
travel services, teaching of tuition and so forth.

Reference however will be made throughout this specification to the service providers
involved being trades people looking for individual jobs or tasks to complete for clients
or users. However as discussed above those skilled in the art should appreciate that
other types of service providers and organisations consisting of service providers may
also be promoted in accordance with the present invention.

In addition, references made to users throughout this specification should be taken in
a preferred embodiment to indicate registered users of the facilities implemented. In
such embodiments only authorised persons who have purchased an authorisation key
or password may be allowed to fully participate in the methodology provided in
accordance with the present invention. For example, in one preferred embodiment
any such registered users may be given the ability to transmit job requests or service
provider reviews used in conjunction with the present invention.

However, those skilled in the art should appreciate that other non-registered users
may also employ some components to the functionality offered in accordance with the
present invention. For example, in some instances being a registered user may
provide the ability to access a top tier of functions which may not necessarily be
essential to the basic promotion of a service provider.

Furthermore, reference throughout this specification will also be made to a user of the
promotion service implemented being a prospective employer or client of the service
provider. As discussed above preferably such users may employ internet or web
browsers to access an internet portal facility which promotes such service providers. Again however, those skilled in the art should appreciate that such users may also incorporate members of regulatory bodies wishing to keep tabs on the performance of selected service providers, potential investors into service provider organisations or any other entities which may have a use for the information presented in accordance with the present invention.

Preferably the internet portal provided may promote particular service providers through presenting a plurality of service provider listings to enquiring users. Such service provider listings may give information with respect to the services and terms of employment offered by a particular service provider, potentially in combination with advertising style information. Furthermore, such service provider listings preferably also include prior performance feedback information for a particular service provider which has been given by prior users or employers of that particular service provider. Such information may relate to the service provider's performance at a task previously assigned to them. Such prior performance feedback may in turn be incorporated into a service provider listing and displayed to the users in their selection of a particular service provider for a task they wish to have completed.

In one alternative embodiment a service provider listing may include direct contact information for a particular service provider. A user may employ this information to contact the service provider directly and commission them to perform a particular task or service. In such instances users may return to the internet portal or site to supply a service provider review. Such service provider reviews may again be integrated into or form part of the service provider listing for the service provider.

In such instances the terms and conditions of use of the internet portal provided may require users to return to the portal to supply a service provider review, and to also advise the operator of the invention that a particular service provider has been hired.

However, in a preferred embodiment communications between the service provider
and a user may be channelled through the internet portal. In such instances the internet portal may act as an interface to receive job requests from a user which identify a particular task to be completed and also identify a particular service provider nominated for this task. In such an embodiment the internet portal may then despatch a job notification to the identified service provider where this notification identifies the task to be completed and the user who has requested help. Such job requests and job notifications may allow the system and apparatus of the present invention to track which users have employed which service providers and to in turn prompt users and service providers for feedback information.

In a preferred embodiment the completion or transmission of such job requests and job notifications by users and service providers will constitute the acceptance of a contractual agreement by both parties in relation to the particular task. The present invention may be employed to form a contract between a user and service provider, preferably to form an agreement between both parties which is valid for a set period of time (such as for example, seven days). Furthermore, such a contractual arrangement between a user and service provider may also be essential or required by the terms and conditions of use of the internet portal to in turn allow a user to provide a service provider review after the completion of the task they have contracted a service provider to perform.

In a preferred embodiment the web server provided may be configured to receive a service provider review from a user. Such service provider reviews may be specific to a particular task assigned to a service provider and may give feedback on how well the service provider performed the task. Such service provider reviews may incorporate qualitative information such as the timeliness under which the service was rendered and whether the service provider was early or late for the job, or whether the job was finished early or late. Such reviews may also include quantitative information such as cost or potentially identify quality issues present within the work completed.
Such service provider reviews may act as an information source to update service provider listings once a particular service provider has been employed by a user. Preferably a service provider listing may grow over time as the service provider completes a number of tasks and receives performance feedback from their employers in relation to each of these tasks.

In some embodiments the present invention may also be adapted to present a plurality of user listings which may be viewed by service providers. Such user listings may give information pertinent to service providers debating whether to accept a job or contract from particular users. For example, in some instances such user listings may provide information submitted by a number of service providers with respect to tasks which have previously been completed for the identified user. Furthermore, such user listings may also include prior performance information submitted by service providers regarding their experiences previously working for such users. Potentially such user reviews may give information with respect to a user's creditworthiness and ability to pay for services they have requested.

In a further embodiment the web server provided may also be configured to receive user reviews from service providers who have previously been employed by a user to perform a particular task. In some instances service providers may be prompted to submit user reviews after they have completed a particular task for a user. The information incorporated into a user review by a service provider may in turn be used to update prior performance feedback information presented within a user listing.

In a preferred embodiment the internet portal may also include a favourites service provider collection presentation system. In such embodiments the service provider promotion apparatus will include a favourites service provider module. For example, in a further preferred embodiment the internet portal may present a "favourites" service provider page to a user which consists of identifiers or service provider listings for service providers which the user involved is happy employing, or has previously
employed and enjoyed good service. From. Such a "favourites" web page may allow a user to quickly identify their preferred service provider for a task.

Those skilled in the art should also appreciate this type of "favourites" facility may also be implemented in other ways based on the particular architecture of the software or components employed. For example, in one instance a favourites facility may be provided locally via a thick client software application, where this thick client may maintain a local record or file of favourite service providers without necessarily requiring this information to be stored on or by a remote web server.

In a preferred embodiment the present invention may also provide or facilitate a quotation collection system for users. In such embodiments the service provider promotion apparatus provided will include a quotation collection module.

For example, in a further preferred embodiment a web server implementation of the invention may present a user with a "my quotations" web page. Such a web page may collate and display a list of current quotations received from one or more service providers with respect to one or more tasks a user wishes to have completed. Such a "my quotations" page may readily allow users to compare the services and prices on offer from particular service providers in relation to a single task. Alternatively this page may allow a user to easily manage a complex project which incorporates a number of tasks and requires input from a number of different service providers.

Those skilled in the art should also appreciate this type of "my quotations" facility may also be implemented in other ways based on the particular architecture of the software or components employed. For example, in one instance a my quote facility may be provided locally via a thick client software application, where this thick client may maintain a local record or file of quote information received without necessarily requiring this information to be stored on or by a remote web server.

In some embodiments the present invention may also present to service providers a
job organiser facility. In such embodiments the service provider promotion apparatus provided will include a job organiser module. Such a job organiser module may collate or collect together information pertaining to particular tasks or jobs which the service provider has committed to completing. Preferably this module may also provide information with respect to when these tasks are to be completed, in addition to other optional information such as the location of the task, materials required to complete the task, or costing or quotation information previously given to the user or employer associated with a task.

For example, in some instances such a module may present web pages or other information capable of being displayed in a web browser to display such information.

Furthermore such a job organiser module may automatically be updated with new tasks once job requests are received from users, and may also automatically delete jobs from the job organiser module once service provider reviews are received from users when an associated task has been completed. In such embodiments the apparatus provided may modify the information presented by the job organiser module depending on status information communicated to it by both users and service providers. For example, if a user transmits a job request, this will trigger the creation of a job specific entry within the job organiser module. Corresponding messages may subsequently be transmitted to the apparatus of the present invention by either a user or service provider after a job has been completed to update the job organiser module and remove completed job entries.

Those skilled in the art should also appreciate this type of “job organiser” facility may also be implemented in other ways based on the particular architecture of the software or components employed. For example, in one instance a job organiser facility may be provided locally via a thick client software application, where this thick client may maintain a local record or file of current job information.

In some embodiments the internet portal may also manage accounts receivable
and/or accounts payable subsystems for service providers or users. In such embodiments the service provider promotion apparatus will include an accounting information module. In effect the internet portal provided may manage credits or debits between these groups and allow users to keep a balance of their financial records and have an easy calculation system for tax purposes.

In some embodiments the present invention may implement or facilitate a payment holding or escrow service. In such embodiments the service provider promotion apparatus provided will include a payment holding escrow module. This allows the payment for services of the service provider to be paid in advance but held until the job, or a specific part of the job has been completed.

In some embodiments the escrow service may be included in, or associated with the accounts receivable and/or accounts payable subsystems in the internet portal.

However, in a preferred embodiment a user may access the escrow service for a particular service provider or a particular job through a link on the service provider's listing or via a job request.

The use of the escrow service may be optional, with some service providers utilising it, and others not. The details of the service provider may also indicate whether they allow users to make use of the escrow service.

In some embodiments the user may receive a job reference which can be used to identify a payment for a particular job. The job reference may also be used to track an escrow payment.

In a preferred embodiment the user may make a payment into the escrow service after they have obtained a quote from a service provider, but prior to the job being commenced. Depending on the job, the payment made may either be full payment for the quoted price, or a deposit of a stipulated amount.
In a preferred embodiment the escrow service may inform the service provider that a payment has been made, and/or has cleared for a particular job. The service provider may then commence the job. Preferably the service provider may be informed via an automatic email from the apparatus of the present invention.

In a preferred embodiment a payment may be released from the escrow service by the user once the job, or a stage of the job has been completed to an agreed standard. For example this may be via the user accessing the payment within the escrow service and advising or accepting that the job has been completed.

In a preferred embodiment the user may not remove the payment from the escrow service once made, unless there is agreement between both parties or a court decision. For example, a service provider may no longer be able to undertake the job in question; in this instance they would allow the payment to be returned to the user.

The escrow service provides security for the service provider, in that payment is made prior to a job being undertaken. The escrow service also provides security for the user, by ensuring that a job has been completed, or completed to a pre-agreed standard before payment is released to the service provider.

In some embodiments the present invention may also facilitate a data export and archive facility for service providers or users. In such embodiments the service provider promotion apparatus provided will include a data export module. In such instances service providers or users may export out information pertaining to their service provider listings or user listings to backups and store on computer media under the control of the service provider or user. Such a facility may be used when the data storage capacity of the web server may be limited, and warnings may be given to service providers or users that old information will be automatically deleted.

In some embodiments the present invention may also facilitate a data input function for service providers or users. In such instances a thick client software application
may be run locally on a service provider's or user's computer system, where unique or personal information of the user or service provider may be imported directly into the thick client software involved. For example, in some embodiments this input facility may be used to store curriculum vitae information, service provider advertising material or other relevant information a user or service provider may wish to manage using the present invention, either locally or on their own computer system, or using the inventions remote web server.

The present invention may provide many potential advantages over the prior art.

The present invention may be used to provide a portal or interface facility between service providers and the users or employers of such service providers.

The present invention may handle communications between service providers and their users and also gather feedback with respect to each of these entities for publication to other users or service providers who may be considering employing or being employed by these groups.

The present invention may also provide an organisation or management facility for service providers, allowing them to organise their jobs which they have currently pending. Preferably such job organisation information may be automatically updated by the systems of the present invention when new jobs or tasks are assigned to a service provider or when the service provider has subsequently completed such tasks.

The present invention may also provide an information collection and management facility to users, allowing them to track their favourite service providers and also to collate and collect together costing or quotation information previously received from service providers.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
Further aspects of the present invention will become apparent from the following description which is given by way of example only and with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

**Figures 1A, 1B**
shows a home web page and search facility provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, and

**Figures 2, 3**
show portions of a service provider listing linked to by a search results page illustrated in figure 1B, and

**Figures 4, 5A & 5B**
show portions of a job request and job notification received and transmitted in accordance with a preferred embodiment, and

**Figure 6**
shows a data entry page configured to collate and subsequently transmit a service provider review in a preferred embodiment, and

**Figure 7**
shows a data entry page configured to collate and subsequently transmit a user review in a preferred embodiment, and

**Figure 8**
shows portions of the updated service provider reviews illustrated with respect to figure 3 after a new service provider review has been received in accordance with a preferred embodiment, and

**Figure 9**
shows a portion of a service provider listing wherein the service provider employs the escrow service or payment minder facility, and

**Figure 10**
shows a portion of a data entry form for payment details from
the user to the escrow service and which shows the terms and conditions of the escrow service or payment minder, and

**Figures 11 and 12** show alternative versions of a job request and job notification when an escrow service is employed in conjunction with a service provider, and

**Figures 13 – 17** provide a number of exemplary flowcharts of user and service provider interaction with the invention as implemented in one embodiment using an internet portal.

**BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION**

Figures 1A and 1B show a home web page and search facility provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 1A illustrates a home page and search interface provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention when implemented as an internet web site portal. As can be seen from figure 1A drop down menus allow a search to be completed with respect to particular parameters associated with tradesmen service providers. Alternatively, a particular type or category of service providers may be selected from links presented in the top half of the page.

Figure 1B illustrates a search results page generated through working with the search interface shown with respect to figure 1A. The search results page of figure 1B can present one or more service provider or tradesmen identifiers and links to further service provider listings for these trades people.

Figures 2 and 3 show portions of a service provider listing linked to by a search results page illustrated in figure 1B.

Figure 2 illustrates a general descriptive and advertising material for a particular builder service provider, and also illustrates direct contact information for the builder
service provider.

Figure 3 illustrates more detail integrated into the service provider listing of this builder, including components of or content from a number of service provider reviews previously received from prior employers. Previous service provider reviews are received and incorporated into this portion of the builder's listing to reflect their prior performance with respect to a number of building related tasks.

Figures 4, 5A and 5B show portions of a job request and job notification received and transmitted in accordance with a preferred embodiment.

As can be seen from figure 4 the user can be invited to enter job related information into a web page for subsequent collation and dispatch to the web portal provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment. The dispatched information may compose a job request to trigger the offering of a job to a particular service provider. In the instance shown a user is interested in employing the builder whose service provider listing is illustrated with respect to figures 2 and 3. This user has previously contacted the builder and has agreed with them that they will perform a particular task. The user then returns to the web site portal provided and enters the information shown with respect to figure 4 to compile a job request.

As can be seen from figure 4, the information supplied can also include a cost indicator for the job involved. This cost indicator may be employed by the operator of the present invention to calculate a service charge or fee to be charged to the service provider who received the job in question. For example, in one embodiment, service providers may be charged a fee by the operator of the invention proportional to the value of the jobs they have received.

Portions of a job notification are illustrated with respect to figures 5A and 5B. In the embodiment illustrated email transmissions may be made to both the service provider involved to confirm that they have received the job, and also to the user to confirm
that they now have the ability to submit a service provider review once a task at hand has been completed.

Figure 6 shows a data entry page configured to collate and subsequently transmit a service provider review in a preferred embodiment.

The web page illustrated with respect to figure 6 prompts the user to enter feedback information used to formulate a service provider review. This information may be collated and dispatched to the internet portal web site and a subsequent email confirmation dispatched to the user confirming receipt of this review.

Figure 7 shows a data entry page configured to collate and subsequently transmit a user review in a preferred embodiment.

The web page illustrated with respect to figure 7 allows a service provider to supply performance feedback information relating to a particular task they have performed for a user. This information may be collated and subsequently transmitted to the web site portal, and a further confirmation email may be dispatched to the service provider to confirm receipt of their user review.

Figure 8 shows portions of the updated service provider reviews illustrated with respect to figure 3 after a new service provider review has been received.

As can be seen from figure 8 a new user review has been received and subsequently integrated into the service provider listing for the builder discussed in the previous figures. This updated service provider listing now gives new feedback information with respect to the builder's recent performance which can be viewed by other users potentially looking to hire the builder service provider.

Figure 9 shows a portion of a service provider listing wherein the service provider employs an escrow service or payment minder facility. This listing advises users that the service provider is a user of the escrow service (payment minder), through which
payment may be made.

It should be appreciated that the present invention's notification of terms and conditions may be presented to users and service providers in a variety of formats such as via a link to a page displaying information on the use and conditions of the escrow service. The payment to be made can be negotiated directly with the service provider or may be an automatic proportion or the whole of the quotation provided for the job. These notifications may include a direct link to the escrow service (payment minder) for payment.

Once the service provider has provided a quote for the job the user may hire the service provider, and at the same time make payment into the escrow service. Figure 10 shows a portion of a data entry form employed at this stage for the escrow service.

When the user submits the payment details a job reference number and account number to which the payment is to be deposited is next supplied to the user.

Figures 11 and 12 show alternative versions of a job request and job notification when an escrow service is employed in conjunction with a service provider.

As can be seen from the messages illustrated with respect to figures 11 and 12, the user is provided with the information required to make such an escrow payment to allow the job to be started, and the service provider is advised that an escrow payment has been made and that funds have cleared to allow the job to be started.

Figure 13 illustrates how a service provider lists their details. Each of the steps employed in this process are discussed below.

1. An individual or business who is a tradesperson or service provider views the portal website and decide they would like to submit their details to advertise their skill or expertise so they choose to register.
2. They proceed to the Membership Joining page by clicking the Join for Free link on the homepage and choose a Login Name (which will be their User Display Name) and not necessarily their real name.

3 & 4 They must accept and agree to the Terms and Conditions to join the website.

5. They receive a confirmation email with their Login Name and Password and also a link to authenticate their membership and confirm their email address.

6. Once the member has authenticated their membership, they can then log into the website and access the page to fill in their service provider details.

7. The service provider completes all relevant fields and information necessary to advertise their particular trade or business.

8. Once the service provider has completed their business details, it is added to the website for anyone to view.

Figure 14 illustrates how a user selects and employs a service provider. Each of the steps employed in this process are discussed below.

1. Anyone can view the homepage and browse the website.

2 & 3 They then search for the service provider they require e.g. builder or painter from all the different trades and services which generates a search results page with all the service provider listings relating to the particular trade or service which was searched. These individual service provider listings and all their related information can be further viewed by the user, including the service provider’s previously received service provider reviews, which will increase in size as that service provider completes more jobs.
The user can further refine their search of the particular trade or service by area i.e. Region, City or Town and Suburb.

4. After browsing through the service provider listings related to the trade or service they require, the user then chooses a preferred service provider who they would like to contact relating to a job required to be undertaken. They can then choose to contact the service provider directly through the service provider’s details displayed on their listing.

5. If negotiations between the service provider and the user are mutually agreeable, the user may choose to employ the service provider. However, if the user decides to employ the service provider, they must press the confirmation link on the website of employing said service provider.

6. The user is then required to join the website in order to employ said service provider and to leave a user review about the service provider on completion of job. If the user is already a member, they can simply log in.

7 & 8 Once the user has logged in or become a General Member (free to join), their user ID is checked.

9. The user can then proceed to complete details about the job (Worker Booking form) which includes the approximate cost of job, approximate commencement date of job, approximate completion date of job and a brief description of the work for which they are getting the service provider to perform.

10. Once the job details are submitted, the mail server sends an email to the service provider for the service provider to either confirm the job details or to not agree to.
11. If the service provider does not agree to the job details, the mail server sends a request to the user to correct the job details. If the service provider agrees to the job details, the service provider clicks the CONFIRM JOB link provided in the email. They must do so within 7 days or else the job offer will lapse.

12 & 13 Once the service provider has accepted the job offer and confirmed the job details, a contract is in place between the service provider and user and an automatic email is sent to the user with confirmation of the accepted job and a link to either leave a user review after the job has been completed and a link in case of cancellation of the job.

Figure 15 illustrates how a service provider review and a user review are submitted. Each of the steps employed in this process are discussed below.

1. The service provider completes the job.

2. Once the job is completed, the user confirms the actual cost of the job and also leaves a review about the service provider who worked for them. This is done by the user either following the link sent to them in the email or by logging into the website and accessing the (leave review) link via their membership page.

3. Once the user has submitted a review about the service provider, the service provider listing is updated with the received service provider review.

4 & 5 Also, once the user has submitted a review about the service provider, the service provider then receives notification by email of their received review and of their Workfind fee payable (a small percentage of the actual total cost of job) which would have been automatically deducted from their Workfind account. If their account has gone into debit, the service provider must
remedy within 7 days. In this notification email, the service provider is also sent a link so that they may leave a review about working for their client/customer i.e. the user.

6. The service provider leaves a review about working for the user.

7. The user listing is then updated with received user review.

Figure 16 illustrates how a registered user or member upgrades their membership. Each of the steps employed in this process are discussed below.

1. The member logs onto the system.

2. Member chooses to upgrade their membership by clicking the UPGRADE MEMBERSHIP link in their MY WORKFIND personal page.

3. Member chooses one of the following two options to upgrade membership:

(A) Pay a $20.00 fee upfront which gives the member a future refund of $20.00 off their Workfind fees and receive instant Premium membership status;

(B) If the member has previously paid over $20.00 worth of Workfind fees, then they receive instant Premium membership status for free.

Member completes their address of where the CD should be posted to and clicks the SUBMIT button.

4. Member receives a free CD and downloads the program onto their own personal computer.

5. Member accesses the Workfind mainframe server with their downloaded program which transmits their new ID and Premium membership status. This gives the member who now has Premium membership status access to all the
functions and features pertaining to this membership status. The new program on the personal computer is now able to receive information from the mainframe server about new jobs which the member has received and certain information will be automatically displayed in the program's features and functions. These functions include a task organiser, an accounting module, a quotations module and a storage/data export facility.

Premium membership status also gives the service provider member the ability to offer their customers/clients the facility of Payment Minder, which is an escrow payment service offered by Workfind to Premium members.

Other privileges of Premium membership status include the ability for service providers to participate in Workfind's loyalty points scheme by earning 3 loyalty points for every $10.00 paid in Workfind fees. Points collected are redeemable for gifts displayed on the website. Premium members may also place a Job Tender listing on the website, browse Job Tender listings on the website and submit a tender to carry out a job specified in a Job Tender listing. These privileges are not accessible to general members.

Figure 17 illustrates use of Payment Minder facility (being an escrow service). Each of the steps employed in this process are discussed below.

1. The service provider has to become a Premium member in order to offer this facility to their customers/clients (the users).

2. Once a service provider has become a Premium member, they log onto the system and access their LISTINGS page through MY WORKFIND to update their listing to offer the escrow service of Payment Minder.

3. The offer of the Payment Minder facility is now displayed on the service provider's business detail page for anyone to view who browses their details.
4. A user browsing the website finds a suitable service provider, makes direct contact and decides they would like to employ the service provider to do a job. They then choose to make a payment to the service provider via the Payment Minder facility and clicks the appropriate link to complete payment details.

5. If the user is not a member, they are then prompted to become a member (free general membership) in order to use the facility.

6. The member completes details of the payment to be made and is advised of the $10.00 Workfind fee which will be automatically deducted from their Workfind account (before the transaction can proceed) and also agrees to the Terms and Conditions of Payment Minder before pressing the CONFIRM button.

7. The mail server sends an automatic email to the user with a reference number for the payment and appropriate bank account details to make payment into. The email also has a link which the user must click once the job has been completed to a satisfactory standard to release funds to the service provider.

8. The user deposits the funds into the Payment Minder account. Funds cannot be released before cleared.

9. When funds have cleared, the service provider receives an email notification from the mail server advising of funds being held in Payment Minder for them until the job has been completed satisfactorily.

10. The service provider completes the job and the satisfied user clicks the appropriate link from their email to release all of the funds or part of the funds (if both parties agree). If part funds are released, an automatic email is sent to the service provider for their confirmation of the agreed amount to be released.
11. The service provider completes the job and the unsatisfied user does not click either link to release the funds because there is a dispute in place.

12. The dispute goes to mediation or a Court hearing.

13. Payment Minder receives the appropriate documentation of Court ruling/mediation and releases the funds.

Aspects of the present invention have been described by way of example only and it should be appreciated that modifications and additions may be made thereto without departing from the scope thereof as defined in the appended claims.
WHAT WE CLAIM IS:

1. Computer executable instructions adapted to facilitate a method of promoting at least one service provider, said computer executable instructions being adapted to execute the steps of:

   i) presenting a plurality of service provider listings to a user, and

   ii) receiving a service provider review from the user once a service provider has been employed, and

   iii) updating the associated service provider listing for the service provider review received.

2. Computer executable instructions adapted to facilitate a method of promoting at least one service provider, said computer executable instructions being adapted to execute the steps of:

   i) presenting a plurality of service provider listings to a user, and

   ii) receiving a job request from the user, said job request identifying a task to be completed and identifying a service provider associated with one or more of the service provider listings presented, and

   iii) transmitting a job notification to the service provider identified in the received job request, and

   iv) receiving a service provider review from the user, and

   v) updating the service provider listing of the service provider associated with the received service provider review.
3. Computer executable instructions as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2, further characterised by the additional subsequent step of receiving a user review from the service provider employed and updating a user listing for the user associated with said received user review.

4. Computer executable instructions as claimed in any previous claim, said instructions being run by a web browser and/or web server.

5. Computer executable instructions as claimed in any previous claim, wherein the service providers promoted are trades people.

6. Computer executable instructions as claimed in any previous claim, wherein service provider listings advertise the services offered by a service provider.

7. Computer executable instructions as claimed in claim 6, wherein a service provider listing also lists terms of employment offered by a service provider.

8. Computer executable instructions as claimed in claim 6 or claim 7, wherein service provider listings include prior performance information in the form of previously received service provider reviews.

9. Computer executable instructions as claimed in claim 8, wherein a service provider listing increases in size as service provider reviews are received over time.

10. Computer executable instructions as claimed in any one of claims 3 to 9, wherein a user listing provides information about a specific user.

11. Computer executable instructions as claimed in claim 10, wherein a user listing integrates at least one previously received user review giving prior performance information submitted by a service provider employed by said user.
12. A service provider promotion apparatus which includes;

- a service provider listing presentation module configured to present service provider listings to a user, and

- a service provider review reception module configured to receive service provider reviews from a user, and

- a service provider listing update module, wherein said module updates a service provider listing with a received service provider review associated with said service provider listing.

13. A service provider promotion apparatus as claimed in claim 12 which includes a favourites service provider module.

14. A service provider promotion apparatus as claimed in claim 12 or claim 13 which includes a quotation collection module.

15. A service provider promotion apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 12 to 14 which includes a job organizer module.

16. A service provider promotion apparatus as claimed in claim 15, wherein the job organizer module modifies the information it presents depending on job status information communicated to the service provider promotion apparatus.

17. A service provider promotion apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 12 to 16 which includes an accounting information module configured to manage accounts receivable and/or accounts payable information for service providers or users.

18. A service provider promotion apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 12 to 17 which includes a payment holding escrow module.
19. A service provider promotion apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 12 to 18 which includes a data export module.

20. Computer executable instructions configured to facilitate a method of promoting at least one service provider substantially as herein described with reference to and as illustrated by the accompanying drawings and/or examples.

21. A service provider promotion apparatus substantially as herein described with reference to and as illustrated by the accompanying drawings and/or examples.
Our aim in setting up this website is to cut the costs involved in having to advertise for work, and also to set in place a system of user reviews so that people can make a more informed decision about who they work for or employ.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Worker Name</th>
<th>Contact</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Builder</td>
<td>walrus65</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plunkett</td>
<td>Contact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE 2

Worker: Bruce Plunkett Builder Limited

Description of business and expertise

We specialise in all residential building work. Quality workmanship at reasonable rates. All workmanship guaranteed. Free quotes.

Contact Details

Address: 121 Laingholm Drive
Laingholm, Waitakere City, Auckland

Phone: 0274320585

Email Id: bpbuilder@ihiug.co.nz

Website: Not available

I want to employ this Worker/Service Provider and leave a user review.
Figure 3

Worker Details

Walrus65 (4 🌟)

Listings | User Reviews | Profile

- 🌟 4 positive user review(s); 4 is/are from individual members, and count towards the final rating
- 🌟 0 neutral user review(s)
- 🌟 0 negative user review(s)

Last logged in: 08 May 2007
Member since: November 2006
Listings in the last month: 0
Final rating: 4 - 0 = 4
Is a registered member: No

Total Number of Review(s) = 4

Jasmax71 (1 🌟) 100% 25/02/2007
Walrus65 was the worker
(Actual cost of job: $5,200.00) (Job details)

Jasmax72 (3 🌟) 100% 07/04/2007
Walrus65 was the worker
(Actual cost of job: $6,050.00) (Job details)

Jasmax72 (3 🌟) 100% 07/04/2007
Walrus65 was the worker
(Actual cost of job: $5,200.00) (Job details)

<< Prev - Next >>
Self-Employed Worker/Service Provider: Bruce
Plunkett Builder Limited

Please complete a brief description of the job you are getting this Worker to do.

Approximate cost of job (e.g. 125 & 1,225 & 157,254 etc) $5,800

Approximate commencement date of job (DD/MM/YYYY) 26/03/2007

Approximate completion date of job

- Unknown
- Within 1 week
- Within 2 weeks
- Within 3 weeks
- Within 1-2 months
- Within 2-3 months
- 3 months & over

Brief description of work to be done (100 words or less)

Build a new double garage on existing concrete slab - approximately 6m x 6m with 4.5m wide tilt door and roofing to be supplied and installed
Dear walrus65,

Subject: Workfind job reference no. D3B92DCCA511

Congratulations on receiving a job! You have been hired by jasmax72

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB DETAILS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approximate cost of job:</td>
<td>$5,800.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate commencement date of job:</td>
<td>26/03/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate completion date of job:</td>
<td>09/04/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of work to be done:</td>
<td>Build a new double garage on existing concrete slab - 6m x 6m with 4.5m wide tilt door and roofing to be supplied and installed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please click this link [Confirm Job] to confirm the above details. You will be sent an email informing you of your account status after completion of the work. Good luck with the job.

Please click this link [Not Agree] if the above details are incorrect, or if this customer/client is unknown to you or the job has not been agreed to.

Regards
The Workfind Team
From: admin@workfind.com
Date: 04/08/07 13:23:39
To: linda.seto@ihug.co.nz
Cc: manishpathak1979@gmail.com
Subject: Find a Self-Employed Worker/Service Provider - Builder/Carpenter, Bruce Plunkett Builder Limited - Job reference no. D3B92DCCA511

Dear jasmax72,

Subject: Find a Self-Employed Worker/Service Provider - Builder/Carpenter, Bruce Plunkett Builder Limited (walrus65) - Job reference no. D3B92DCCA511

Good luck with the job. Please follow this link [Give Review] to leave a user review on completion of job.

If for any reason the job has been cancelled, please click here [Cancel Job]. (Please read Workfind's terms and conditions and do not press this link if the job has in fact gone ahead. Workfind tries to give everyone the best possible price and service and user reviews are a big part of this. It is in your best interest to be able to leave a user review).

Regards
The Workfind Team

7/19
Self-Employed Worker/Service Provider: Bruce Plunkett Builder Limited

Approximate cost of job $ 5,800.00

Approximate commencement date of job 26/03/2007

*Actual completion date of job (DD/MM/YYYY) 07/04/2007

*Actual cost of job (Including GST) $ 6,200.00

*Please also tick corresponding box for job cost:

- $ < 100.00
- $ 100 - 300
- $ 300 - 500
- $ 500 - 1,000
- $ 1,000 - 3,000
- $ 3,000 - 5,000
- $ 5,000 - 10,000
- $ 10,000 - 20,000
- $ 20,000 - 50,000
- $ > 100,000

Any extra work performed? Please complete or make changes [Cancel]

Build a new double garage on existing concrete slab - 6m x 6m with 4.5m wide tilt door and roofing to be supplied and installed.

I also got a standard hinge door put in at back of garage for easy access.

Review (Please leave your review for walrus65)

- Positive Review
- Neutral Review
- Negative Review

Highly professional and skilled worker, trustworthy. Excellent communication and always kept me informed about progress of the job. Would highly recommend; great job Bruce - am really pleased with the new garage!
FIGURE 7

JOB: Review about working for jasmax72

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of job</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Build a new double garage on existing concrete slab - 6m x 6m with 4.5m wide tilt door and roofing to be supplied and installed. I also got a standard hinge door put in at back of garage for easy access.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Review (Please leave your review about working for jasmax72)

Positive Review  Neutral Review  Negative Review

Pleasure to work for and prompt payer. Even baked some scones for morning tea! Hope to work for you again in the future.
FIGURE 8

Worker Details

walrus65 (4 🌟)

Listings | User Reviews | Profile

😊 4 positive user review(s). 4 is/are from individual members, and count towards the final rating
😊 0 neutral user review(s)
😊 0 negative user review(s)

Last logged in: 08 May 2007
Member since: November 2006
Listings in the last month: 0
Final rating: 4 - 0 = 4
Is a registered member: No

Self-Employed Worker/Service Provider

A Client to work for

Total Number of Review(s) = 4

jasmax71 (3 🌟) 100% 25/02/2007
😊 Professional and trustworthy. Was impressed with the quality of workmanship and attention to detail. Thanks Bruce, I can now enjoy sitting on my deck with a cuppa!

walrus65 was the worker
(Actual cost of job: $5,200.00)
(job details)

jasmax72 (3 🌟) 100% 07/04/2007
😊 Highly professional, tidy and skilled worker - would recommend to anyone for any residential building work. Also trustworthy - no problems with leaving a house key for access. Always arrived to work early, will be using him again to extend my kitchen.

walrus65 was the worker
(Actual cost of job: $6,050.00)
(job details)

jasmax72 (3 🌟) 100% 07/04/2007
😊 Highly professional and skilled worker, trustworthy. Excellent communication and always kept me informed about progress of the job. Would highly recommend; great job Bruce - am really pleased with the new garage!

walrus65 was the worker
(Actual cost of job: $6,200.00)
(job details)

<< Prev - Next >>
FIGURE 9

Worker: B & L Fencing Limited

Number of view(s) = 125
Favourite member(s) = 1

OFFERS THE FACILITY OF PAYMENT MINDER

Make a payment to B & L Fencing Limited using Payment Minder. A $10.00 fee must be added onto the payment. Click here to complete payment details.

Description of business and expertise

B & L Fencing Limited are a recently established husband and wife business located in Waitakere City specialising in constructing standard timber paling fences and post and rail fences. B & L Fencing Limited are dedicated to supplying you with quality fencing and undertaking any residential building job you require.

Contact Details

Address: 121 Laingholm Drive Laingholm
Laingholm, Waitakere City, Auckland
Phone: 098168099
Email Id: info@bandlfencing.co.nz
Website: Not available

Read Review  Add In My Favourite  Back

I want to employ this Worker/Service Provider and leave a user revi

11/19
Worker: B & L Fencing Limited

PAYMENT DETAILS

Please fill in the amount of payment being made to B & L Fencing Limited (jasmax71) $ 500.00

Add Payment Minder fee (this fee is deducted from your Workfind account and must be available before proceeding with this transaction) $ 10.00

Payments can only be made by bank deposit into Payment Minder.

Click below to confirm this payment and that you have read and understood the terms and conditions of Payment Minder. You will receive an email with a Payment Minder reference number which must be included when depositing funds into Payment Minder so we can easily track your payment. You will also receive bank account details of Payment Minder.

B & L Fencing Limited will be sent confirmation of payment once funds have been cleared.

You will also be sent a link to follow to release payment to B & L Fencing Limited once the job (or stage of the job) has been completed.

CONFIRM
FIGURE 11

From: admin@workfind.com
Sent: Tuesday, 8 May 2007
To: jasmax1972@hotmail.com
Subject: Workfind : Payment Minder

Dear jasmax72

Payment Minder reference number: 61553ADE7D43

Please include the above reference number when depositing the sum of $500.00 into Payment Minder. The bank account details to make payment are:

Bank of New Zealand
Henderson Branch, Auckland
020152 0043245 00

Click the link below once you are satisfied that the job (or stage of the job) has been completed and this will authorise release of payment to B & L Fencing Limited.

Click Here to release funds.

Regards
The Workfind Team

13/19
From: admin@workfind.com
Sent: Tuesday, 15 May 2007
To: jasmx1971@hotmail.com
Subject: Workfind : Payment Minder

Dear jasmx1971

Payment Minder reference number: 61553ADE7D43

We would just like to let you know that there are cleared funds of $500.00 in Payment Minder. This sum will be released to you as soon as we receive confirmation from jasmx72 of completion of the job (or stage of the job).

Good luck with the job.

Regards
The Workfind Team
FIGURE 13

1. Service provider chooses to register
2. Chooses a Login Name
3. Terms & Conditions
4. Agreed
5. Membership authenticated
6. Selects template to advertise business
7. Company name/business, occupation categories, description of business, upload photos, physical address, contact number, contact email, website address
8. Listing submitted and saved
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A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER
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G06Q 30/00 (2006.01)

According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC

B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of database and, where practicable, search terms used)

Internet, USPTO and DWPI using keywords: directory, listing, yellow pages, review, rate, feedback, comment, service provider, tradesman, business, internet, web, portal
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<tbody>
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